BIZSOLVE
Build a powerful, tailor-made
software solution for your business.

BizSolve
Bring your business ideas to life with our
powerful automation tools and functional
yet effective web portals. Whether it is
a new business idea, product or existing
business, Ocellics has the capability,
experience and track record to deliver
solutions that drive immediate business
value and measurable return on investment.

We’re here to free up your
valuable time.
The BizSolve solution framework enables
us to rapidly build highly functional, robust,
scalable, secure and audited solutions while
saving you both time and the cost of having
to engineer solutions from the ground up.
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Key benefits
Your business is unique. It has its own way of working and its own intellectual
property which you and your team have built with pride. We understand that not
all businesses are equal and there is not a one-shoe-fits-all piece of software.

A powerful data and process
automation framework

Deep integration into thirdparty and existing systems

The BizSolve framework is built
on top of a workflow engine that
enables automation of almost
any business process. We use
this technology to translate
your business cases into a fullyintegrated, modern, cloud-ready
and living system.

Build integrations to your existing
systems or third-party providers
like CRMs, marketing email
platforms and data providers.
Send automated emails, SMS or
posts via social and other media.
Continue to enhance and evolve
your product and client experience
over time.

End-to-end technology
BizSolve creates an end-to-end
business solution at a pace that
suits your schedule and budget.
End-to-end means bringing data
sourcing, business processing,
employee interaction and client
engagement into one consolidated
and highly-agile system for a single
department, business unit or your
entire business.

“

Ocellics is a client-centered and quality conscious IT company with
years of experience in the financial services sector with proven technical
expertise. The interaction, responsiveness, and technical abilities of the
Ocellics team has been excellent. We have been very impressed with
both their service and commitment to the project.

“

Bredon Voogt, Currency Partners

Leverage your intellectual
property
— Translate your proprietary
business offering into a
software solution that helps
you steer your company in your
intended direction
— Make faster and more accurate
business decisions
— Bring to life large amounts of
complex data and processes
— Free your ideas

Unlock efficiencies
— Build functionality that enables
both employees and clients to
interact via custom interfaces
that reduce manual time and
administration costs
— Use automation to remove
process bottlenecks and reduce
both key-man and operational
risk
— Get your single source of the
truth across the business

Grow your competitive
advantage
— Spend less time on operations
and more on your business
strategy and vision
— Get closer to your clients,
enabling you to learn more
about them and adapt to
evolving environments and
technologies
— Enhance your client experience
by giving them access to your
product offering using the
technologies they enjoy
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Intelligent architecture
BizSolve is a configurable, end-to-end business solution that can integrate seamlessly with your
existing network environment or run on a dedicated Azure CIS-compliant virtual machine.
Always evolving it keeps you ahead of the technology curve.

Rapid creation, careful consideration

Beautiful interactive portals

BizSolve enables efficient delivery of large areas
of critical functionality while greatly reducing
development cost and the risks associated with
building software solutions from scratch.

Clients, employees and executives can login to your
secure web portal and gain access to your bespoke
functionality. They can schedule workflows, manage
processes and do their jobs effectively. Give them
access to interactive dynamic data dashboards that
showcase almost any type of data or analysis with
intuitive drill-through capabilities.

User engagement
Empower employees to run processes, sign off
reports, data and documents. Your users can send
automated distribution emails and messages to
clients. Cloud-based document storage makes
sure files and documents are stored logically and
securely, and can help remove your reliance on a
local network infrastructure.

Security first
Host your solution on your network or leverage
our secure cloud servers hosted in Azure. We
work with you to ensure your security and
compliance needs are met. We want you to rest
at ease, knowing the necessary precautions and
steps have been taken to ensure your business
and client data is as protected as possible.

Custom functionality
We can integrate unique data requirements, such
as algorithms and machine learning models. We
can either develop proprietary modules for you,
and/or plug your existing models into the BizSolve
framework’s automation engine or web portal.

Cloud-ready technology
All Ocellics solutions are cloud-ready, enabling your
business to access and leverage enterprise-class
infrastructure and technology. We are also here to
help you transition your business to the cloud.

Make time your advantage
Financial technology by Ocellics empowers you to make crucial investment decisions. Turn data
insight into action with increased agility, efficiency, and speed with our customisable product
suite. Developed by a passionate team with extensive domain and local market knowledge.
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How much time
could we save you?
Let’s find out!
Give us a call
+27 (21) 671 4456
Send us an email
info@ocellics.com
Connect with us
linkedin.com/company/ocellics-software-solutions
Come have a coffee
3rd Floor
The Terraces
25 Protea Road
Claremont
Cape Town
7550

Ocellics Software Solutions (Pty) Ltd

